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DyTER - Dynamic Track and Event Reconstruction

Idea
Focus on hyperons (displaced vertices)
Break away from traditional event-based reconstruction
Generate tracks and events dynamically from continuous data
stream
Use track and vertex information in event building

→ Track reconstruction and event building as an interdependent
process
Write highly modularised code
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DyTER - Dynamic Track and Event Reconstruction

Our work so far
Starting point: Track finder based on Cellular Automaton (J.
Schumann, FZ Jülich)
Implementation of longitudinal momentum reconstruction (W.
Ikegami Andersson)
Detailed investigation of detector signatures of hyperons to
guide development (J. Regina)
Prototype of a highly parallelised reconstruction scheme (B.
Andersson, J. Nordström)
Implementation of algorithms for complete time-based
simulation/reconstruction chain (D. Steinschaden)
Development of a pattern matching algorithm (M.
Papenbrock)
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Hyperons

Example channel:
pp → ΩΩ→ ΛK+ΛK− → pπ+K+pπ−K−
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Why special attention?
Complex topology
Displaced vertices
Intersecting tracks
Different subdetectors for
different tracks
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The PANDA detector
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PANDA target spectrometer

Charged track reconstruction
Straw Tube Tracker (STT)
Micro Vertex Detector
(MVD)
Gas Electron Multiplier
(GEM)
Scintillator Tile Hodoscope
(SciTil / Barrel TOF)
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Initial focus: Straw Tube Tracker (STT)FAIR/Pbar/Technical Design Report - TRK 29

the projection on the xy-axis and by the helix slope
in the perpendicular projection in the z-direction.
For the spatial reconstruction of the trajectory the
STT consists of a number of straws precisely aligned
parallel to the beam and magnetic field, which mea-
sure the helix circle. Additional straws which are
skewed by a few degrees to the axial direction pro-
vide a stereo view of the track and measure the z-
information of the track for reconstructing the helix
slope.

The PANDA-STT uses the technique of pressurized
straw tubes, closely packed and glued together to
planar multi-layer modules. As discussed in the
previous section such self-supporting straw mod-
ules show a high rigidity and mechanical precision
and allow to reduce the weight and size of the
mechanical frame structure to an absolute mini-
mum. In addition, the close-packaging yields the
highest straw density with a maximum number of
straws per cross-sectional area. Therefore, the pla-
nar layer modules are arranged in a hexagonal lay-
out which preserves the 60� position symmetry of
close-packed, parallel straws.

Each of the two semi-cylindrical PANDA-STT vol-
umes is filled by three sectors of straw tubes aligned
in the z-direction and arranged in stacks of planar
multi-layer modules. The hexagonal layout of both
volumes together has an almost cylindrical shape
with a 42mm gap for the target pipe (Fig. 2.7).

The arrangement of the straw layers in each of the
six hexagonal sectors is as follows. In radial direc-
tion and starting from the inner radius in a sector
there are 8 straw layers parallel to the beam axis,
followed by a block of 4 stereo double-layers, al-
ternately skewed by ±2.9� relative to the axially
aligned straw layers, and again a block of 4 layers
parallel to the beam axis. Then, there are another
7 layers aligned parallel to the beam with a decreas-
ing number of straws per layer to achieve the outer
cylindrical shape of the STT. The inner cylindrical
shape is reached by placing a few axially aligned
straws in the inner corner region of each hexagon
sector (see Fig. 2.7).

In total, there are 4636 straws in the layout. All
straws have the same inner diameter of 10 mm and
length of 1500 mm, except a few outer straws in the
border region of each skewed layer, which have dif-
ferent, reduced lengths (see Fig. 2.9). The film wall
thickness of all straws is 27 µm Mylar, aluminized
on the inner side and outer side of the tube.

The close-packaging of the straws with less than
20 µm gaps between adjacent tubes yields the high-
est straw density with up to 27 layers in radial direc-
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Figure 2.7: Layout of the straw tubes in the STT in
xy-view. The straws marked in green are parallel to the
beam axis. The blue and red marked straw layers are
skewed relative to the axially aligned straws in the same
sector by a small angle of +2.9� and �2.9�, respectively.

tion for the 3-dimensional track reconstruction. Up
to 19 layers with axial straws parallel to the beam
measure the helix circle in the xy-projection with
a single (mean) isochrone resolution of better than
150 µm (�r). The association of the isochrone hits
in the 8 stereo layers to the helix circle provides the
z-coordinates of the track with a single hit resolu-
tion of slightly better than 3 mm (�z), which is de-
termined by the isochrone resolution and the skew
angle (↵) of ±2.9� (�z = �r/sin(↵)). The track-
ing e�ciency for a single layer is 98.5 % and only
slightly reduced compared to the single tube radial
e�ciency (99.5 %) by the thin tube wall (27 µm)
and minimal spacing (20 µm gaps) between adja-
cent tubes.

Since the momentum resolution is dominated by the
transverse momentum reconstruction and the stereo
layers distort the close-packed cylindrical geometry
their skew angle should be kept as small as possible
to a few degrees. As can be seen in Fig. 2.7 the cho-
sen value of 2.9� creates only minor gaps between
two hexagon sectors.

Due to the technique of the self-supporting straw
modules no support or reinforcement structures in
the tracking volume are needed. Fig. 2.8 shows a
three-dimensional view of the STT including the
light-weight mechanical frame which consists of end
flange profiles with precision holes to attach and
support the straw modules. The inner and outer

4224 straws
19 axial layers (green)
8 stereo layers (±3◦

blue/red)
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SttCellTrackFinder
J. Schumann

Mark cell as active if it
corresponds to hit
Assign unique ID to
unambiguous cells (i.e.
≤ 2 neighbours)
Set ID of cells to
minimum of itself and
neighbours
Ambiguous cells: Include
all IDs of neighbours
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Prototype of an online reconstruction scheme
B. Andersson and J. Nordström

Framework using two models for parallelisation
MPI: Distribution of workload on several nodes
OpenMP: Local parallelisation of clusterisation on multi-core
CPUs

Split data 
between nodes

Clusterization Interprocess 
communication

MPI OpenMP MPI

Event
reconstruction

OpenMP
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Prototype of an online reconstruction scheme
B. Andersson and J. Nordström

Time-based
bin stacking
(seq.)

Parallel clustering 
(OpenMP)

Data stream
splitting 
(MPI)

Merging of 
edge clusters
(MPI)
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Prototype of an online reconstruction scheme
B. Andersson and J. Nordström

Performance analysis: MPI
Non-shared memory environment
Fixed problem size: 250000 STT hits
Good scaling with number of nodes
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Prototype of an online reconstruction scheme
B. Andersson and J. Nordström

Performance analysis: OpenMP
Shared memory environment
Fixed problem size: 250000 STT hits; stack size: 5000 hits
Slight speedup with increasing number of CPU cores
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Prototype of an online reconstruction scheme
B. Andersson and J. Nordström

Performance analysis: Parallel hit clustering
Shared memory environment, 16 CPU cores
Dynamic problem size
Parallel clustering algorithm incorporating hit time stamps
Substantial gain with increasing problem size
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Pattern Matcher: Concept

Ideas
Pre-clustering (procedure suitable for FPGAs)
Augment SttCellTrackFinder with pattern matching
algorithms or vice versa
Stand-alone track finder using machine learning

Divide STT into 6 sectors
Simulate desired channel (here:
ΛΛ)
Store pattern as set of tube IDs
Determine and store
complementary information
Merge duplicate/similar patterns
Start matching

Closer look: Pattern
tubeIDs
momenta
timeStamps
sectorID
count
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Pattern Matcher: Concept
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Pattern Matcher: Concept
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Pattern Matcher: Database Generator

Generate events for desired channel (use ideal track finder)
Identify patterns as tubeIDs for hits corresponding to a track
Extract complementary information (e.g. momentum,
sectorID, etc.)
Store items in database

Attention
Database will be filled with duplicate patterns!

→ Identify and merge identical patterns
→ Bonus: Identify and count ”similar” patterns (e.g. 90 %

match)
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Pattern Matcher: Merging

generated patterns
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black: merged identical patterns only
blue: merged 90% similar patterns

similar patterns saturate . 100000 (< 100 MB)
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Summary & Outlook

Summary
Highly parallelised framework for reconstruction algorithms
Further development of track finder based on cellular
automaton
First prototype of pattern matching algortihm

Outlook
Develop shared memory parallelisation based on FairMQ
Implement time-based processing for track finders
Explore machine learning possibilities
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Thank you for your attention!
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